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Part 1: Open to the public 

 
 

REPORT OF 

 
The Strategic Director for Place 

 

TO 
 

Procurement Board 
 

ON 

 
22 March 2023  

 

TITLE:  Approval for 12 month extension of unmetered public lighting contract  

 

RECOMMENDATION:  

That the Procurement Board: 

 
Approve a 12 month extension of the contract for unmetered public lighting as 
detailed in the table below: 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:   

The purpose of this report is to seek request for an extension to contract for unmetered 
public lighting contract.  

There is provision within the current contract to extend the agreement for a further 
period from 01/04/2023 to 31/03/2024. 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:  

 

KEY DECISION:   

Yes – Total value of contract is greater than £350,000 

 

DETAILS:   

Energy contracts have to be agreed on an ongoing basis following a fixed period of 
contract duration, as failure to renew will result in the default deemed contract rates 

being applied which are considerably higher. The deemed rates at current time have 
been confirmed as 128.68p/kWh plus additional costs for distribution network charges 

Detail required Answers 
Contract Reference 25678 – 2027449/0 

Title/Description of Contracted 
Service/Supply/Project Supply of electricity to all public lighting (UMS) 

Name of Contractor  Drax 

Type of organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

Public Limited Company 

Status of Organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

Non-SME 

 

Value of Contract Extension 
£3,368,829 Full Project 

Existing Contract Term 01/04/2021 to 31/03/2023 

Extension Period 01/04/2023 to 31/03/2024 

Contact Officer (Name & 
number) Majid Maqbool 

Lead Service Group 

 
Place 

Funding Source Revenue Budget 

Ethical Contractor 
Mayor’s Employment Charter 

Committed to sign up to the Charter 

 

 

 Accredited Living Wage Employer  
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and daily standing charge of £20, therefore significantly higher than the average 
prevailing unit electricity rate.   

The present unmetered public lighting contract which expires on 31 March 2023, was 
agreed via the Manchester Multi-supplier Electricity framework, which is a fully 

compliant procurement route. 

ENERGY MARKETS 

Since the acceptance of present electricity contract in 2021, the world has seen 

several major geopolitical events, including the recovery from Covid-19 pandemic, 
which saw a sustained and continued pressure on increasing global demand for 

energy, followed by the Russia-Ukraine war, where the culmination of these have 
resulted in unprecedented increase in the wholesale energy markets to the levels 
necessitating government intervention in the form of price relief schemes. 

The period of this market turmoil during 2022 is depicted in the graph below, showing 
the continued upward trend in prices that peaked at new record levels, before the slow 

downward trend in the final quarter. 

 

 

Whilst it is impossible to anticipate future market trends with any degree of certainty, 

the current 24 month fixed price contract agreed in 2021 has resulted in avoiding this 
period of significant prices increases.   
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Given the level of market volatility, there was relatively little trade taking place as 
suppliers were not willing to provide renewal prices to new customers due to the risk. 

The only prices available up to last month have been from the incumbent supplier, with 
these being limited to a maximum of 12 month contract duration. 

Since the recent ease in prices, some suppliers have now begun to offer renewal 
quotes, but unfortunately given the current contract expiring at end of March 2023, 
there is insufficient times to go to market to conduct a full tendering exercise.    

Considering the market conditions and limited renewal options, a 12 month contract 
extension with the incumbent supplier has been obtained with the cost implications 

detailed below. 

 

Current Cost Renewal Cost Increase % Increase 

£1,375,102 £3,368,829 £1,993,727 145% 

Although prices have been easing off since the beginning of the year to the levels seen 

just before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the current levels are still significantly 
higher than those seen 2 years ago, hence the overall prices increase of 145%. 

Consideration was given for a 6 month extension but as energy prices are seasonal, 

a 6 month contract followed by another 6 or 12 month contract would prove to be more 
expensive given the future indicative baseload prices are higher for Summer 23, 

Winter 23 and Winter 24 compared to Summer 24 on which the 12 month extension 
is based. 

 

A 12 month contract extension is therefore the best value option available in the short 

run. 
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SOCIAL VALUE 

As part of their commitment for a sustainable environment and economy, Drax only 

offer the living wage or above to all employees and don’t have any zero-hour contracts. 
As part of Drax Group, the company support 1,650 jobs in the North West and 

contribute £101.3million to the regional economy.  

Drax can provide 100% green energy contract at no additional premium, with the 
contract extension therefore being 100% renewable source. Procurement of a green 

energy contract will demonstrate the Council’s support for the generation of electricity 
from renewable sources and its commitment to corporate social responsibility. It is 

therefore an effective and high profile way of demonstrating leadership in combating 
climate change. 

Drax provide programmes for supporting communities with one such example being 

their Laptops for Learners initiative where between 2020 and 2021, they provided 
1,200 laptops, each with three months of pre-paid internet access, to over 90 schools 

and colleges local to their sites across the UK. The initiative enabled students at their 
partner schools in England and Scotland to continue to access lessons from home, in 
response to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Another initiative in response to Covid-19 was the provision of free gas and electricity 
for two months to around 170 independent care homes local to Drax’s operations 

across the UK. This payment freeze allowed these vital organisations to divert funds 
to other priorities, such as PPE, food and carers’ accommodation.  

Drax have confirmed they welcome a discussion with Salford City Council to explore 

opportunities for direct involvement.  

Drax also offer interactive webinars that bring the operations of their UK power stations 

into the classroom. Webinars are hosted by their outreach team and present students 
with the opportunity to understand how they have become one of the UK’s largest 
generators of electricity from renewable resources. The webinars can be tailored to 

schools’ learning outcomes and satisfy the requirements of Gatsby Benchmark 5. 

Drax are also able to provide free educational tours of their operational sites, Drax 

Power Station and Cruachan Power Station, focused on learning outcomes for school 
students and academic institutions. 
 

 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  

Council’s medium term financial plan and securing VFM outcomes 
Carbon Reduction 

 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

This procurement is for energy supply for Council’s public lighting. 
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  Low 

Wholesale electricity prices change on daily basis and with the unprecedented 

market volatility seen over the last 12 months, any delay in contract extension will 
have serious financial implications in terms of significantly higher out of contract 

rates being charged. 

 

SOURCE OF FUNDING: Highways Revenue Account 

 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Tony Hatton 219 6323 

When commissioning contracts for the provision of goods, services or the execution 
of works, the Council must comply with the provisions of the Public Contracts 
Regulations 2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s) as set out 

in the Constitution, failing which the award of a contract may be subject to legal 
challenge. 

 
It is an established principle that an existing public contract is capable of being 
extended (or modified providing any modification does not affect the overall nature of 

the contract), and CSO’s also allow for contract extensions to be made, where the 
parties agree and where the original contract makes provision for such an extension 

of the original term. In view of the value of the extension exceeding £1,000,000, the 
approval should be made by the City Mayor in consultation with Procurement Board.  
 

When the contract was originally awarded to DRAX by way of a fully compliant call off 
exercise using the Manchester City Council Framework, it was clear that the original 

term would be subject to a potential extension, hence any risk that it would be subject 
to realistic challenge by an aggrieved provider, on the basis that it ought to have been 
put out to tender and advertised in accordance with PCR and CSO’s, is low, and the 

option to extend within the contract is now being properly exercised. 
 

Other reasons for awarding the extension are set out in the body of the report, 
including securing prices during such an unstable and volatile period. 
 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Martin Anglesey, Accountant 

As outlined in the above report, there have been recent eases in prices, with some 
suppliers beginning to offer renewal quotes. However, there is insufficient time to 
conduct a full tendering exercise before March 2023. There is provision within the 

current Drax contract to extend the agreement for a further 12 months period 
commencing 1st April 2023. This contract extension will increase annual forecast costs 

by approximately 145% over current expenditure. Corporately held budget provision 
will be utilised to cover this extra requirement as the budget assumptions for 2023/24 
were based on a revised figure of £3,425K, and so the increased ask falls within this 

parameter. 
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Wholesale electricity prices change on a daily basis – the unprecedented levels of 
market volatility experienced over the previous twelve months could lead to serious 

financial implications. Electricity prices may well increase as well as fall and all 
depends on world market prices. Any delays to the contract extension could also result 

in higher out of contract rates being charged. 

The Drax contract extension provides 100% green energy at no additional premium, 
being a renewable source of energy. Procurement of a green energy contract will 

demonstrate the Council’s leadership in combating climate change. 

 

 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Heather Stanton, Category 
Manager xt 6241 

In light of the current situation around energy pricing it seems prudent to extend the 
current contract for a further 12 months.  Hopefully, the market by this time will have 

stabilised enough in which to go out to tender.   
 
Since 2012, Drax has been transitioning away from coal to become Europe’s largest 

single site decarbonisation project using biomass. Biomass is matter from recently 
living organisms which is used for bioenergy production. Examples include wood, 

wood residues, energy crops, agricultural residues, and organic waste. 

 

HR IMPLICATIONS:  Supplied by: N/A 

 

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:  Supplied by: Majid Maqbool, Energy Manager, 

The contract agreed is 100% green, therefore showing Salford City Council’s support 
for the generation of electricity from renewable sources to tackle climate change. 

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A 

 

CONTACT OFFICER: Majid Maqbool 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 0161 6076987

 

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): All wards 

 


